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P Science
< Old science
< New science
< New science theory

P Sustained coexistence
< New science in design science
< Complexity in design science

P Old Science Wrappers
< Elements of Old Science Wrappers
< Kernel theory input
< Evaluation output

P Interesting new science theory in
design science

Agenda

Old Science Wrappers for Design Science



P The dominant general English sense (OED)
< Branches of study that relate to the material

universe and their laws.  Under these laws,
such sciences collect a systematic body of
demonstrated truths and observed facts and
include reliable methods for discovery.  

P The paradigm wars
< Long standing argument that science is a

ground for struggles between competing
paradigms (Kuhn, 1970).  

< Assumption:  a new, more fitting paradigm will
eventually win the struggle to supplant an old
“normal” paradigm; a new normal paradigm will
rise.

P Suppose instead paradigms compete in a
sustained coexistence?

Science



P Chronologically
< Developed before the Second World War,
< Epitomized by the older scientific methods and body-of-

truth

P Fundamentally
< A disciplinary-based mode of basic science knowledge

production
< Anchored to assumptions about nature that favor

predictability, measurability, regularity, and clear
cause–effect relationships (Luoma, 2006)

“Old” Science



P Chronologically
< Arose after the Second World War (Jansen,

Görtz, & Heidler, 2010)
< Epitomized by the newer methods and body-

of-truth

P Fundamentally
< A trans-disciplinary mode crossing

boundaries (between academic disciplines
and between basic and applied science,
Jansen, Görtz, & Heidler, 2010)

< Anchored to assumptions about nature that
favor context dependent behavior where
context is beyond complete description
(Stumpf, 1995)

“New” Science



P Quantum mechanics, self-organizing systems, and
complexity theory. 
< Cause and predictability cannot be completely known 

P Self-organizing systems
< Different assumptions about pattern and regularity

because these emerge spontaneously in systems
unfettered by a causal relationship to central control
(Luoma, 2006).

P Complexity theory 
< Different assumptions about observed regularities in

nature because life by necessity has an internal world of
sensations, perceptions, emotions, and impulses that
complicate volition (Dent, 1999).

New Science Theory



“... organizations can be partially understood and
conducted through the application of pre-new science
management theories (I hesitate to use the word ‘old’).

What occurs in organizations often fits a Newtonian
perspective of the world … We see problems, we isolate
them, and we solve them. When our solutions fail to take

into account the interconnectedness of events …we prefer
not to admit that chaos exists … New science concepts

can provide frameworks that help us understand
behaviour in organizations beyond our current
understandings derived from earlier scientific

perspectives….”  (Stumpf 1995)

Old Science + New Science

The synergy is notable in organizational design settings



P A pluralist scientific state where two quite
different versions of science co-operate
more-or-less permanently (Lutz, 1989)
< Similar to the development of multiple,

sustained strategic directions following
innovation (Van de Ven, Angle, & Poole, 1989)

< Synergy: current portfolio of old science and
new science

< Research communities acquiring new science
enlist and intertwine old and new in helping
modes, each advancing the other

P Retards new science when researchers are
always obliged to deliver only old science
results and suppress new science results

Sustained Coexistence

Ethically neutral: Old science is not bad, nor even obsolete.  
New science is not good, nor even ascendant.



P Inhabits the quest for scientific
practice
< Driven by old science and new

science

PPragmatism as a philosophical
basis for scientific practice
< Efficiency of practical application as

a primary standard for scientific truth
(Rescher, 2005)

< Surmounts the complexity of context
without resort to analytical reduction

< Aligns with the tenets of new science

Coexistence in Practice



“In the old science it was possible to go
into the laboratory, shut the door and

exclude the universe outside from
consideration. … While designers willingly
embrace the science of complex systems,

most scientists rarely give design a
second thought and thereby miss one of

the most revolutionary aspects of the new
science: design …” (Johnson 2010)

Design and New Science

The act of designing unfolds in this complicated setting:



P Old science 
< Often operated in closed laboratories that excluded the outside

universe.  
< Suits studies of gravity or light that absent human volition
< Not design investigations that engage complex human

situations, goals, and behavior (Johnson, 2010).

P Design engagements 
< Result in socio-technical artifacts 
< Computationally irreducible (the future states cannot be defined

in equations because it is not possible to calculate every
intermediate state)

New Science in Design Science Research

Chronological and functional alignment



P Human volition in designers and socio-technical participants

P Reduction defies old science analysis 

P Design science attacks complexity through synthesis (Simon, 1996)
< Inner environment delivers functionality to the outer environment across

this interface
< Analysis of inner environment is unnecessary
< Only necessary to describe the function and the interface that provides

access to the function. 
< Old science criticism: incompletely described objects (Hooker, 2004.) 

P Designers engage purposefully (not reduce) the complexity 
< Describe functionality and interfaces to assemble solutions

Complexity in Design Science

New science thrives



P Old science valued deductive explanations

P Design science values functional or
teleological explanations (Simon, 1996; Baskerville &

Pries-Heje, 2010).

P Engage nature in a functional way that
preserves holism 

P Delivers sustainability by innovating new
purposes for both the natural and artificial
world
< Prescriptive and generative modes of research
< New artifacts that join nature when situated
< Both the natural and artificial are sustained by

further development
< Design science research participates in, rather

than observes, its setting

Explanations in Design Science

Different from old science



P Borrow from software engineering
< A component that reconciles mismatched

subsystems
< Adapting a new architecture above a legacy system
< Extends the lifetime of old components by

integrating them into new systems

P Attractive features
< Do not alter the old or new systems
< Reduce heterogeneity by offering a new interface as

a possible standard
< Enable new capabilities in a way that is transparent

to both old and new systems and components
< Provide a smooth transition from old to new

systems

Old Science Wrappers

(Edwards, Sitaraman, Weide, & Hollingsworth, 2004) 
(Thiran, Hainaut, Houben, & Benslimane, 2006)



Comparing Software and Science Wrappers 

(adapted from Edwards, et al., 2004).



Example: Kernel Theories and Justificatory
Knowledge

(Walls, et al 1992; Gregor & Jones, 2007)



P Kernel theory (Input)
< Natural or social science theories governing design requirements or

process (Walls, Widmeyer, & El Sawy, 1992) 
< Serving as justificatory knowledge as a basis and explanation for the

design  (Gregor & Jones, 2007)
< Often old-science psychological or sociological theory for the human

context
< An old-science pyscho-social patch in design science

P Evaluation (Output)
< Rigorously demonstrates the utility, quality, and efficacy of a design

artifact using well-executed methods (Hevner, et al, 2004)
< AND Wraps Design Science within an old-science technical experiment

– Tests both the new-science design theory and the old-science,
psycho-social kernel theory 

P Design theory stands on the legs of old and new science.  
< Gain the predictability and deductive explanations of old science. 

Basic Old Science Wrapper
Elements

Design Science Research



Old-Science Wrapping Design Science
Methodology 

(adapted from Peffers, et al., 2008)



PNew science essentials:
engagement, holism, and
sustainability
< Old science peripherals:

measurability, predictability, and
causality

PHow can design science make
an interesting contribution?

Discovering New Science
Research Values in Design

Science



Sustainability: Design Science Interesting Index 

(adapted from Davis 1971)



As community interested in design science research,
it is important to maintain the connections with new-

science paradigm in which the research resides.
While wrapping design science research in old-

science wrappers is useful at times, the distinctive
characteristics of this research genre lie in its new-

science attributes.  Significant design science
research is primarily significant new science, and

peripherally significant as old science.

Conclusion



P Science
< Old science
< New science
< New science theory

P Sustained coexistence
< New science in design science
< Complexity in design science

P Old Science Wrappers
< Elements of Old Science Wrappers
< Kernel theory input
< Evaluation output

P Interesting new science theory in
design science
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Old Science Wrappers for Design Science
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P Assimilation of new science
< Old-science wrapper provides quite genuine

old-science value from design science
research

< Old-science journal reviewers will find such
work acceptable when old science
contribution is significant

P Preservation of old science
< Sustain the validity of old-science values

without denying the new-science values
< Testable propositions or hypotheses integrate

the old-science values of measurability and
predictability with new-science values

Uses of Old Science Wrappers



P Confusion
< Repel proponents who might otherwise be

attracted to the values of new-science
< Rejection of new science (e.g., design

science) for old science values (e.g.,
programmed design)

P Identity reversal
< Losing distinguishing new science

features
< E.g., science = rigorous evaluation

Abuses of Old-Science Wrappers



PNew science essentials:
engagement, holism, and
sustainability

POld science peripherals:
measurability, predictability, and
causality

PMaking an interesting
contribution?

Preserving Old Science Research
Values in Design Science

Summary


